Abstract. Frequent subtree mining is an important problem in the area of association rule mining from semi-structured or tree structured documents, often found in many commercial, web and scientific domains. This paper presents the u3Razor algorithm, for mining unordered embedded subtrees where the distance of nodes relative to the root of the subtree needs to be considered. Mining distance-constrained unordered embedded subtrees will have important applications in web information systems, conceptual model analysis and more sophisticated knowledge matching. An encoding strategy is presented to efficiently enumerate candidate unordered embedded subtrees taking the distance of nodes relative to the root of the subtree into account. Both synthetic and real-world datasets were used for experimental evaluation and discussion.
Introduction
To express more complex and meaningful relationships between the data objects, many organizations represent their domain knowledge using semi-structured documents. Semi-structured documents such as XML possess a hierarchical document structure, where an element may contain further embedded elements, and each element can be attached with a number of attributes. It is therefore frequently modeled using a rooted ordered labeled tree. To support effective and efficient data analysis from tree structured documents algorithms have been developed to extract all subtree patterns that occur in the database of ordered labeled trees as many times as the user supplied support threshold. This is known as the frequent subtree mining (FSM) problem and is the first and most important and complex problem to consider when discovering useful associations among data objects from a tree structured document [1, 2, 3] . In many biological data analysis tasks, the aim is to find frequent structured patterns, such as frequent protein or chemical compound structures from the data. For example, the work presented in [4] demonstrates the potential of the tree mining algorithms for discovering substructures from Protein data that could be useful for discovering interesting similarities and differences in protein datasets taken across protein families and species. Tree mining has also been successfully applied in [5] for the analysis of phylogenetic databases. Driven by different application needs many algorithms have been developed that can mine different subtree types. HybridTreeMiner [6] , uFreqt [7] , and uNot [8] , mine induced unordered trees. Treeminer [9] is an efficient algorithm for discovering all frequent embedded subtrees in a forest using a data structure called the vertical scope-list. The SLEUTH [10] algorithm extracts all frequent unordered embedded subtrees by using unordered scope-list joins via the descendant and cousin tests. Our contribution to the area of frequent subtree mining is the introduction of a tree model guided (TMG) candidate subtree enumeration framework which was used for developing efficient algorithms for mining of ordered induced/embedded [2], ordered distance-constrained embedded subtrees [11] unordered induced [12] and unordered embedded [13] subtrees. TMG ensures that only those subtrees are enumerated which conform to the underlying tree structure of the document [3] . For a more extensive overview of the state-of-the-art of tree mining please refer to [14] .
In an ordered subtree the left-to right order among the sibling nodes needs to be preserved while in an unordered subtree the order of the sibling nodes (and the subtrees rooted at those nodes) can be exchanged and the resulting subtree is still considered the same. This causes the enumeration and counting of unordered subtrees more difficult, since each enumerated subtree needs to be ordered into one logical and consistent form, so that all its variants that have different order among sibling nodes are considered as the same subtree. An induced subtree preserves the parent-child relationships from the original tree while in an embedded subtree the parent-child relationship are allowed to be ancestor-descendant relationships in the original tree. By mining embedded subtrees one can detect commonly occurring relationships between data objects in spite of the difference in the level where the relationship in the document occurred. Certain concepts may be represented in a more specific/general way in certain documents. This specific information is often in the form of additional child nodes of the concept, and hence, two general and related concepts may be separated by a number of levels in the document tree. If the user is only interested in the relationship between these two general concepts, such a relationship could be directly found in an embedded subtree set, while if induced subtrees were extracted, the information irrelevant to the user may be present in the patterns of interest.
While mining of embedded subtrees is a generalization over induced subtrees, one limitation is that the context information may be lost in some patterns. For example, when analyzing a biomedical database containing patient records of potential illness causing factors, one would be interested in common set of data object properties that have frequently been associated with a particular disease. By allowing ancestordescendant relationships it may be possible to loose some information about the context in which particular disease characteristic occurred. This is mainly due to the fact that some attributes of the dataset may have a similar set of values and hence indicating which value belonged to which particular attribute is necessary. There appears to be a trade-off here and in this case allowing ancestor-descendant relationships can result in unnecessary and misleading information, but in other cases, it proves useful as it detects common patterns in spite of the difference in granularity of the information presented. A difficulty with embedded subtrees appears then to be that there is too much freedom allowed with respect to the difference in the distances between the nodes. All occurrence of one particular relationship are considered the same and valid even if the distance between the related data objects is so different that it is possible that it occurred in a different context and has a different intended meaning. One way to avoid this characteristic is to further distinguish the embedded subtrees based upon
